TOTAL WASTE CAPACITY: 16,624,686 CYD*

PHASE I: 3,382,996 CYD*
PHASE II: 3,057,671 CYD*
PHASE III: 3,602,023 CYD*
PHASE IV: 2,888,096 CYD*
PHASE V: 3,493,734 CYD*

*WASTE CAPACITY = 75% OF AVAILABLE AIRSPACE TO ACCOUNT FOR SOIL USE

IRON SPRINGS LANDFILL
FINAL CAP GRADING PLAN

PHASE I - FILL LINDSEY PIT TO ELEV: 5845'
TOPSOIL
COVER SOILS
WASTE
LOW PERMEABILITY SOILS
(< 1 x 10^-5 cm/sec)
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